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Michael Shoebridge — Director, Defence and Strategy, ASPI.
Australia’s thinking about the strategic challenges to Australian power and influence, notably in the South Pacific,
has focused mainly on defence relationships, development programs and security. In doing this, it has neglected
perhaps the most powerful ‘soft power’ tool Australia possesses to engage with the peoples and governments
of our near region—Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. That tool is the international reach of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC).
Commentators and ministers have been concerned at the rise in influence of other states that don’t share Australian
values and that seem to be using their power and influence in disruptive, and at times coercive, ways. Beyond
concern, though, little seems to be being done to strengthen Australia’s voice and influence outside formal defence
and development partnerships.
For about $75 million per year, Australia could fund a new separate arm of the ABC—the Australian International
Broadcasting Corporation—to reach out and engage with audiences in Pacific states, and in nations across Asia,
through a variety of platforms—online, mobile telephony, and traditional broadcast tools such as radio and satellite.
The influence and credibility that comes from an independent but state-funded broadcaster like the ABC has
an impact far outweighing propaganda-driven content and broadcasts from state-owned media entities that
are now broadcasting to the peoples in our near region—sometimes precisely because it’s critical of its ‘home’
government’s actions.
Three Asia–Pacific media specialists have produced three perspectives on the history, dynamics and politics
of funding of the ABC’s international efforts over the past two decades. Their work is collected here in this
ASPI publication.
They show that, while Australian politicians and ABC leaders themselves have been distracted by domestic and
institutional issues, other state-owned media organisations—such as China’s—have expanded their footprint across
Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. Australian Government decisions over the past decade haven’t just meant
that Australia has trod water while this happened—in fact, we’ve stepped back and silenced broadcasts and local
content while others have stepped up.
Graeme Dobell is an experienced political journalist who knows the South Pacific and Southeast Asia well. His
report provides a graphic and passionate history of Australian regional broadcasting and calls for a new Canberra
consensus that puts aside domestic politics and prejudices to empower our national broadcaster’s voice in
our region.
He makes a strong case for establishing a new Australian International Broadcast Corporation, drawing on the ABC’s
charter to ensure independence from government, both to give the broadcaster credibility and to avoid internal
organisational prioritisation of domestic needs undercutting the international arm.
Graeme’s research allows us to understand that the ‘fake news’ and media manipulation and distortion currently
practised by several state actors isn’t new, but just another version of propaganda. It’s best countered by something
that’s also not new—quality journalism.



As he says, fake news is today’s propaganda, a fresh title for old issues, and a dark element of the electronic
challenges in this digital century. Meanwhile, the words that describe good journalism—‘reliable’, ‘independent’,
‘factual’—are exactly the same things needed in the foreign policy of a country seeking to persuade others,
protect interests, project influence and promote values.
Geoff Heriot’s contribution gives a strong articulation of the purpose of independent Australian international
broadcasting to the people of our near region: this is to reach out to foreign publics in order to represent the idea,
legitimacy and competence of Australia as a rules-based democracy. It also influences attitudes and behaviour
through the framing of public discourse about events of significance in the region and Australia’s place in it.
Geoff cites research establishing the influence of the ABC as a result of its perceived ‘lack of bias and impartiality,
quality of journalism and ethics’. It outperforms most other news sources on this measure. He highlights the need
for effective broadcasting to reach not only English-speaking elites but also the monolingual (non-English) and
politically influential middle classes of Asia. This requires investment in media professionals with cultural and
linguistic skills, as well as partnerships with counterparts in the countries of our region.
The report concludes with Jemima Garrett’s analysis. Jemima’s work aligns well both with the urgency established
by Graeme Dobell and with Geoff Heriot’s framework setting out the purpose and value of an Australian
independent state-owned broadcaster. Her report contributes a set of clear, specific recommendations for how
to invest successfully in a renewed Australian broadcast voice in our near region. Core recommendations that she
makes are as follows:
• At a minimum, the revitalisation of Australian international broadcasting into our near region should include
a major rebuilding of services in countries and regions identified as priorities in the 2016 Defence White Paper:
Papua New Guinea, the Pacific, Timor-Leste and Indonesia. This should include radio to all Pacific Islands
Forum nations.
• A much greater focus should be placed on innovative partnerships and collaborations, including with journalists
and production companies in the region and other like-minded international broadcasters, using the skills and
connections of Australia’s Indo–Pacific diaspora communities.
• Original, culturally appropriate content, tailored for regional audiences, including in Asian and Pacific languages,
is essential to attract strong audiences.
• While technology has been a focus of recent debate, broadcasting success is only ever as good as the content it
carries. Content requires funding.
• The ABC’s international development activities supporting public-interest journalism and broadcast, technology
and business capacity-building for the regional media industry should be expanded alongside Australia’s own
broadcast voice.
• A renewed Australian international broadcast voice can be built on the ABC’s experience, existing in-house
expertise, trusted reputation and independence from government and commercial interests, which make it
the appropriate choice as provider. It would source quality content from public and private Australian news
organisations and broadcasters as well as the ABC. Robust transparency and accountability should be included
in any new governance measures.
Taken together, these three contributions set out a compelling, urgent case for investment in a new approach to
engaging with the peoples of our near region through a new Australian International Broadcast Corporation.
This is timely work, given the current review of Australian broadcasting services in the Asia–Pacific (conducted
by the Communications and Foreign Affairs departments) and the parallel review of Australia’s soft power
(by Foreign Affairs).
As Graeme Dobell shows, the idea that Australia should have its own voice within our near region isn’t new: in
December 1939, Robert Menzies launched Australia’s international radio service with the words, ‘The time has
come to speak for ourselves.’
In today’s world of strategic and economic change and the rise of strident new powers and voices, that time has
come again.
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AN OZ VOICE IN THE
ASIA–PACIFIC
Graeme Dobell

Executive summary
Australia’s international broadcasting service is a wasting and wasted asset.
International broadcasting should be rebuilt to become again an important foreign policy instrument,
to promote Australia’s interests, influence and values in the Asia–Pacific.
Australia needs a powerful and credible broadcasting voice to rejoin regional conversations and contests.
We should make a major new commitment to public broadcasting in our neighbourhood.
To resolve the domestic–international tensions at the heart of the charter of the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC), a new Australian International Broadcasting Corporation (AIBC) should be created.

Introduction
Australian international broadcasting is at its lowest ever level.
These are the worst of times for Australian international TV, which is 25 years old this year. And these are the hardest
days for Radio Australia, ahead of its 80th birthday next year.
Our international TV and radio efforts are gasping, limping shadows. The cash just drips. Much life has departed.
In 2010, the ABC spent $36 million on international services (about $42 million in today’s dollars). These days, a
guesstimate of the international broadcasting spend is $11 million. The ABC is vague about the budget—perhaps it’s
reticent because it’s embarrassed.
Canberra should be ashamed at the disgraceful trashing of a significant foreign-policy asset.
Tough international times demand independent journalism, just as they require steady political attention, economic
engagement of every kind, smart diplomacy, good aid, effective intelligence and a strong defence strategy.
Great journalism is part of what Australia should be doing for the Asia–Pacific.
To remake Australia’s international media thinking, the government and the ABC will have to separate domestic
bickering from foreign policy purpose.

An Oz voice in the Asia–Pacific

The government can overturn previous poor decisions that have damaged our international voice. And the ABC
can repair and recover its role as our international broadcaster—a core charter responsibility that Aunty has
been shedding.
The times demand a policy shift and a Canberra re-do, because Australia is retreating from the Asia–Pacific media
arena as the contest intensifies. The liberal rules-based international order sags and struggles. Fake news abounds.
Great-power competition builds.
Tough times call for a substantial rethink of Australia’s media voice in the Asia–Pacific, a rediscovery of our
journalistic traditions and a reinvention for the 21st century.
Surveying international broadcasting’s decline means picking through the ruin of past government and ABC actions.
There’s still debris from the Coalition’s decision to axe the ABC’s $220 million, 10-year contract to run Asia–Pacific
TV. That chop happened in the first year of the contract.
The Abbott government action was a sad example of Australian international interests being trampled by domestic
argy-bargy because of deeply entrenched hang-ups about the ABC. The Liberal Party fear of the ABC was succinctly
expressed long ago by John Howard’s consigliore, Graham Morris: ‘The ABC is our enemy talking to our friends.’
The enemy–friends tension is a backhanded tribute to the importance of the ABC and its influence across Australian
society. For many decades, ABC power reached beyond our borders, but domestic political arguments have
obscured the corporation’s traditional role as a major media voice in our neighbourhood.
The ABC budget squeeze has had a major unintended consequence—sapping not just resources but the ABC’s focus
on its international broadcasting responsibility.
The ABC must confront its international retreat. Closing the shortwave service to the South Pacific last year was
myopic. The corporation discarded its South Pacific audience by reducing electricity to the broadcast towers,
degrading the shortwave signal—an act of technological bastardry (Dobell 2017). Poor, underpowered ABC signal
strength meant that listeners couldn’t hear programs, so the ABC could announce that there was no shortwave
audience. For an organisation that prides itself on technical excellence, this was shameful.
The ABC decided what it was prepared to give, not what the South Pacific required. A broadcasting recovery involves
listening to what the Pacific island states say they need, rather than telling them what they’ll get.
Reviving South Pacific shortwave should be part of a bigger project: to revive the ABC as an international
broadcaster and create a 21st-century Australian voice across the Asia–Pacific. This is something that’s deeply in
Australia’s national interests.

Fake news and weaponised media
Australia has vacated the news and journalism contest in the Asia–Pacific.
Canberra stopped thinking about what good journalism could do for the region, and for Australia’s vital interests.
The fashionable chatter came to be about new technology and Oz soft power, losing sight of deep truths about the
role of journalism. Soft power trumped hard news.
Discarding our journalistic heritage in our region is poor history, lousy policy and appalling judgement—and,
suddenly, lots of old media agendas are fresh headaches for Australia.
Propaganda and polluted facts are back, rebadged as fake news. Today’s contest ranges from news to belief
systems, and is waged by weaponised media. The purpose of journalism is challenged as technology changes at
warp speed, while the international system morphs and melts. Canberra laments challenges to the rules-based
system, in a worried tone tinged with a bewildered sense that things shouldn’t be like this.
ASPI STRATEGY
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A media rethink to confront those laments can start with putting in the journalistic vision so lacking in last year’s
Foreign Policy White Paper. The writers were happy to talk about ‘media’ (14 instances) but didn’t once mention
‘journalism’ or ‘broadcasting’. This was strange, given that the final chapter, ‘Partnerships and soft power’, stressed
the ‘vital’ need for persuasive Australian soft power to influence the behaviour or thinking of others.
The closest reference to journos was a domestic tick for Australia’s ‘robust independent media’ in our democracy.
‘Global governance is becoming harder,’ the white paper judged, and the international order is contested by
‘measures short of war’, including ‘economic coercion, cyber attacks, misinformation and media manipulation’.
The paper fretted that Australia must be ready to ‘dispel misconceptions and ensure our voice is heard when new
and traditional media are used to sow misinformation or misrepresent Australian policies’.
The ‘ensure our voice is heard’ line was where I expected to find journalism considered. Instead, the policy answer
to the ‘voice’ conundrum was lots of soft power and digital engagement—a reasonable start, not a full answer.
Australia needs to rediscover the power of hard news as the sharp edge of our soft power.
Much is remade in the media revolution. Yet, while the technology is new, the problems—and solutions—carry
much history.
As an example, ‘fake news’ approaches the 100th anniversary of its creation moment.
11 November marks the centenary of the end of World War I, the exhausted crescendo of the catastrophe that
produced the modern craft of misinformation—propaganda.
Fake news is today’s propaganda, a fresh title for old issues; a dark element of the electronic century challenges the
new digital century.
Propaganda had notable effects in its day. Now, fake news is scoring scary wins. Fake news and digital deception
shift history. Twitter bots may have altered the outcome of two of the world’s most consequential recent elections:
automated tweeting played a small but potentially decisive role in the 2016 Brexit vote and Donald Trump’s
presidential victory (Smialek 2018). The US National Bureau of Economic Research calculated that bots added 1.76%
to Britain’s leave-Europe vote and could explain 3.23% of the vote for Donald Trump (Gorodnichenko et al. 2018).
That’s propaganda with punch.
In World War I, propaganda was driven by government, pumped out one-way, from powers-that-be to the people.
Propaganda was one to the many. Today, fake news can be the many to the many.
Propaganda is decentralised and networked. The technology is transformative, yet much of the discussion of fake
news (hyping and reinforcing existing opinion, seeking echo chamber effects) treks across old propaganda terrain.
Experiences from a century ago offer useful thoughts on today’s dilemmas. Come see the propaganda challenge
via one of the great US newspaper columnists, Walter Lippmann, who coined the phrases ‘Atlantic community’ and
‘Cold War’—although Lippmann said he merely repurposed ‘Cold War’ from a 1930s European description of Hitler’s
war of nerves against France (Lippman 1947).
During World War I, Lippmann helped draw up Woodrow Wilson’s 14 Points peace proposal, before sailing to Europe
to work on the US propaganda effort against Germany.
Lippmann took the same approach to propaganda that he did to journalism: render the complex subject simply; be
lucid, be brief and go for the jugular.
During September and October 1918, as German forces wavered, Lippmann’s small unit in Paris produced 5 million
copies of 18 different leaflets to be dropped on the German lines.
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Lippmann’s propaganda masterpiece—a million copies printed—was the one found most frequently on captured
soldiers. It stressed the good treatment of prisoners, using the ‘voice’ of a captured German: ‘Do not worry about
me. I am out of the war. I am well fed. The American army gives its prisoners the same ration it gives its own soldiers:
beef, white bread, potatoes, prunes, coffee, milk, butter …’
From propaganda to bots, give the audience what they yearn for. Use their voice. Make it vivid.
Drawing on the war experience of manipulation and press distortion, Lippmann wrote a series of books on how
opinion can be influenced—what he called the manufacture of consent. If sovereignty had passed from parliament
to public opinion, he wrote, giving the public reliable information had become ‘the basic problem of democracy’.
Lippmann’s 1922 book, Public opinion, is a classic, discussing much we still confront. The image people have of the
world, he wrote, is reflected through the prism of their emotions, habits and prejudices: ‘The pictures inside people’s
heads do not automatically correspond with the world outside.’
People see what they’re looking for: ‘We do not first see, and then define; we define first and then see.’
Long before the Trump White House’s ‘alternative facts’, Lippmann saw ‘facts’ as a matter of belief and judgement:
‘While men are willing to admit that there are two sides to a “question”, they do not believe that there are two sides
to what they regard as a “fact”.’
In a distinction journalists always wrestle with, Lippmann argued that truth and news aren’t the same: ‘The function
of news is to signalize an event, the function of truth is to bring to light hidden facts, and to set them in relation with
other facts, and to make a picture of reality on which men can act.’
In his masterful biography of Lippmann, Ronald Steel judges Public opinion to be the work of a writer ‘disillusioned
with mass democracy and wary of propaganda and an unreliable press’ (Steel 1981:182). Sound familiar?
Whatever that pessimism about propaganda, parliament and the press in 1922, Lippmann devoted the next 45 years
to journalistic punditry, ruefully acknowledging during World War II ‘how wide has been the gap between my own
insight and my own hindsight’.
As Lippmann wrote in his 1920 book, Liberty and the news, the modern state has a critical interest in keeping pure
the ‘streams of fact which feed the rivers of opinion’.
Ultimately, the pundit believed precision could beat propaganda, offering a recipe for diplomats and politicians
as much as journalists. In a column in 1956, Lippmann ruminated that a good foreign minister ‘uses words
precisely which mean genuinely what they say’, while a diplomat peddling propaganda is ‘like a doctor who sells
patent medicine’.
Media shams and shonky shamans are nothing new; going digital merely speeds the effect and widens the reach.
Lippmann still offers answers, not least keeping pure the stream of facts: the constant need to line up the facts to
achieve a reality we can act on. As a daily task, that job is called journalism.

Speak for ourselves
Launching Australia’s international radio service in December 1939, Prime Minister Robert Menzies declared:
‘The time has come to speak for ourselves.’1
World War II woke Australia to the need for a distinctive international voice—in broadcasting as well as diplomacy.
Today, Canberra needs to wake again to the value of journalism in projecting our voice.
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Quoting Menzies at a Liberal government is always good tactics, so here’s another bit from the founding father,
from April 1939:
I have become convinced that, in the Pacific, Australia must regard herself as a principal, providing herself with
her own information and maintaining her own diplomatic contacts with foreign powers … It is true that we are
not a numerous people, but we have our vigour, intelligence and resource, and I see no reason why we should not
play not only an adult, but an effective part in the affairs of the Pacific.2
Menzies offers an enduring truth that also states the bleeding obvious.
Yet Australia has ceased using media power to play an intelligent and effective part in the affairs of our region.
Our programming for regional audiences is simply ‘risible’ (Heriot 2017).
Time to reverse a silly desertion of a vital arena, to speak for ourselves, to get back into the journalism contest.
To be clear, ‘broadcasting’ is a catch-all term covering a lot of ground: analogue to digital to satellite, from Facebook
to FM. Content converges: radio and TV become video and audio and text. Broadcasting is publishing. TV and radio
are reborn online. The digital age both unites and atomises.
A renewed ABC focus on international broadcasting, in its broadest, converging-media sense, will be built on a
government rethink about the importance of journalism to our Asia–Pacific interests.
When the Coalition government killed international TV funding in 2014, a communications minister named Malcolm
Turnbull argued that there was no need for the Oz voice in a crowded regional arena. If people wanted international
stuff, Turnbull said, they could go to the BBC or CNN.
The ghost of Menzies would have raised both eyebrows, because Menzies said the purpose of getting close to
great and powerful friends was to bolster our interests, not hand ’em over—buying an insurance policy, not giving
away the store. During his three years as prime minister, the same Malcolm Turnbull came round to the ‘speak for
ourselves’ understanding.
In a key foreign policy speech last year, Turnbull reflected on the digital revolution:
Technology has connected local aspirations and grievances with global movements.
Hyper-connectivity has amplified the reach and power of non-state actors, forcing us to reassess how we,
as nation states, assert and defend our sovereign interest ...
Now, in this brave new world we cannot rely on great powers to safeguard our interests. We have to take
responsibility for our own security and prosperity while recognising we are stronger when sharing the burden of
collective leadership with trusted partners and friends.
The gathering clouds of uncertainty and instability are signals for all of us to play more active roles in protecting
and shaping the future of this region. (Turnbull 2017)
Our political leadership now needs to take responsibility. Don’t expect the great powers to safeguard our interests.
Act to shape the future of the region. Menzies would nod at this description of the value of a powerful Australian
voice—and the need to speak for ourselves.
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Australian international TV
For 25 years, Australia’s international TV voice has been a political plaything and a broadcasting afterthought,
constantly facing chops and changes.
Australian governments have treated our international TV service more as a political game than a policy interest.
Canberra’s attention has been spasmodic and fickle.
A simple illustration of the history of chop, change and political spasm is the eight changes of identity and ownership
over the 25 years of Australia’s international TV service.
1. First was Australia Television (ATV) in 1993, when the Keating Labor government gave the ABC start-up funding.
Unlike the rest of the ABC, though, ATV carried commercials. Canberra wanted it, but didn’t want to pay for it.
2. Channel 7 was given control in 1998 (twice—once with news, then as a pure shopping channel). The commercial
network made a hash of it, didn’t make any money and lost interest. So …
3. In 2001, it went back to the ABC as ABC Television International.
4. A year later, it was rebranded as ABC Asia Pacific.
5. Then came another name change: the Australia Network (2006).
6. In the 2014 Budget, the Coalition cut all funding to the Australia Network. It closed, to be replaced by a drastically
cut-down operation.
7. The Australia Network’s replacement, Australia Plus, started in September 2014.
8. From 1 July 2018, the network has been renamed ABC Australia.3
Neither side of politics emerges with much credit from this zigzag. Canberra’s level of interest has been as
changeable as the name.
The moment of creation under Labor 25 years ago illustrates recurring themes of limited attention, political
crosscurrents, and plenty of vision but little money.
Launching ATV to broadcast to the Asia–Pacific, the Keating government boasted of its significance for regional
engagement and interests, ranging from media and education to business and foreign policy. Confident talk wasn’t
matched by cash or commitment.
The ABC sought to establish an international version of its domestic service but couldn’t devote proper resources to
ATV—not least because the government didn’t want to pay for what Australia needed.
Programming suffered because the ABC had domestic copyright to broadcast programs but didn’t own international
rights. The Keating government knew ATV was worthwhile, but wouldn’t give anything more than start-up funding
for the satellite service. Once established, it would have to pay its own way with advertising.
The refusal to launch ATV as a fully funded public broadcasting service (like the rest of the ABC) was telling. A hybrid
design—part ABC, part commercial—was the half-arsed response of a half-hearted government. That half-in,
half-out problem continued through the zigzag history.
Domestic politics too often derails discussion of international TV. The Keating cabinet’s debates about establishing
ATV veered off into rant-and-rave sessions about how ABC domestic reporting was hurting the government. Much
bile was directed at the ABC managing director, David Hill, who’d fought budget cuts with a famous campaign
proclaiming that the ABC cost each Australian only ‘eight cents a day’.
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A couple of times when ATV was on the cabinet agenda, Hill came to Canberra to support the idea. Having the
ebullient ABC head in the cabinet anteroom was a disastrous provocation. After navigating past Hill, ministers
would have another ABC hate session, then defer decision.
Themes from the creation story recur over 25 years:
•

Politics overturns policy: Each change of federal government—Keating to Howard to Rudd to Abbott—has been
a chop-change moment for Australian international TV. The Liberal–Labor foreign policy consensus has never
translated into agreement on the worth of our broadcasting service to the regions (Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific, different audiences and different regions). Thus …

•

The gap between big interests and little cash: The high rhetoric of Asia–Pacific engagement is negated by low
commitment of dollars to regional broadcasting.

•

The ABC as problem and solution: All federal governments come to fear/distrust/hate ABC reporting on them;
that perennial rant-and-rave problem obscures a clear understanding of what public broadcasting can do for
Australia in the Asia–Pacific. The problem has a funny dimension: politicians know the power of the ABC, but
they’re not willing to use that power to serve our international interests.

•

International ABC can’t be domestic ABC: The ABC’s domestic programming is vital to the international service,
but that’s the start, not the finish. Reaching and holding audiences in Asia and the South Pacific is about talking
with, not just talking to. Diverse audiences have different needs. Programming has to be for them, not just
rebroadcast from Oz.

•

Chop and change hurts: International broadcasting is expensive and complex because a lot of power is in play.
Australia’s constant and growing interests in the Asia–Pacific demand a constant and growing broadcast
conversation, using all converging media.

A strong, consistent voice in our region serves Australian foreign policy. Get the zigzag pattern off the screen and
adjust the international TV picture.

Foreign policy and media revolutions
The wrack and roil afflicting the international system matches the digital disruption of news media. The rules and
norms of the foreign policy game and media world shake, shift and suffer.
Australia frets about threats to the rules-based system as the tectonic plates of geopolitics and geoeconomics
crunch. Not least of those truths is the one to be found at the heart of seven Australian defence white papers over
40 years (Dobell 2016): geography matters.
Traditionally, Australia wanted a strong international broadcasting voice in what defence-speak calls our region
of primary strategic interest: Southeast Asia, the South Pacific and the eastern Indian Ocean. The broadcasting
tradition is looking most modern.
Geography is back. Or, more accurately, the demands of geography never went away—we’re just feeling the weight
with fresh force.
In the foreign-policy game, the word ‘influence’ stands beside ‘interests’, at the calculating, cerebral end of the field;
yet influence and interests must always be within shouting distance of values and beliefs, which tend to reside in the
heart and hearth part of the arena.
The words that describe good journalism—‘reliable’, ‘independent’, ‘factual’—are exactly the same things needed in
the foreign policy of a country seeking to persuade others, protect interests, project influence and promote values.
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Amid all the disruption, there’s a perfect media instrument ready to serve as Australia’s voice in the Asia–Pacific, to
do journalism that’ll serve our interests and values. Well tested by history, with a proud heritage of great journalism
and a prescient charter, that instrument is the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. Simple as ABC, really.
Trouble is, Canberra has to rediscover the value of independent media as a foreign policy instrument. And the ABC
has to confront its failure to meet the international dimensions of its charter.4
To illustrate the ABC problem, come into my anecdotage, in a previous life as an ABC correspondent. Two decades
ago, a sardonic line rattled around ABC executive ranks:
A peasant in Longreach is more important than a peasant in Lombok.
The bitter point of the comparison—central Queensland versus an Indonesian island—was that the ABC must devote
scarce cash to its domestic users, not its potential international audience. Axing South Pacific shortwave last year
affirmed the old corporate view that Longreach is more important than Lautoka or Lae.
The tough fate of the ABC’s international effort shows that it’s a low priority; Canberra and Aunty are
equally culpable.
The ABC’s international TV was chopped and changed, treated as a government plaything. The shortwave service,
Radio Australia, suffered because it was seen as old technology, weighed down by Cold War history—a recipe for
institutional starvation. Radio Australia kept paying a post-Cold War peace dividend as it was cut to pieces.
The need for our international media voice suddenly looks timely. Power politics zoom back, the digital revolution
rages and Australia’s foreign policy dilemmas demand that the ABC get back into the international journalism game,
bigger and better.
Three distinct decision strands must combine for the back-bigger-and-better conclusion to be realised. Strands one
and two reside in Canberra: first, political and policy consensus; second, the shift from agreement to action. Strand
three is what the ABC must do.

Canberra’s troubled consensus
In international affairs, tectonic plates are crunching, and erupting lava is melting the rules-based system.
Canberra’s agreement on how nasty things are looking is expressed in the 2016 Defence White Paper (DoD 2016),
the 2017 Independent Intelligence Review (PM&C 2017) and the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper (Australian
Government 2017).
The Defence White Paper frets about fraying international rules: the word ‘rules’ is used 64 times—48 of them in the
formulation ‘rules-based global order’. The stress on rules expresses the fear of what’s failing. ‘Rules-based global
order’ is a big phrase to cover such disparate forces as jihadism and China’s rise. Mostly, though, it’s about China.
The intelligence review identified three big trends: fundamental changes in the international system, extremism
with global reach and accelerating technological change.
And the foreign policy paper got a lot into one stark sentence: ‘Today, China is challenging America’s position.’
The Canberra consensus fuels a substantial Liberal–Labor unity ticket on foreign policy. The ticket is tacit but
important. As always, argument rages about whether the government or opposition will do a better job on China or
the US alliance or in the South Pacific. What’s not disputed is the trouble in the trends. Beneath the usual politics,
there’s a shared sense of foreboding.
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From description to prescription
Always the tough bit. The shift from anxiety to action. What can/should/must we do?
A strong broadcast voice in the Asia–Pacific, based on the ABC, is part of the answer to regional challenges.
Australia must move from the agreed description of problems in strand one to a new Canberra consensus on the
use of the ABC to support our interests, influence and values in the South Pacific, Southeast Asia and beyond.
We must rebuild a powerful and consistent broadcasting voice to rejoin regional conversations and contests.
Tough international times demand independent journalism, just as they require steady political attention,
economic engagement of every kind, smart diplomacy, good aid, effective intelligence and a strong
defence strategy.
Canberra has to agree on the prescription, set the policy response and do the budget numbers for a sustained
media commitment.

ABC changes
Recent decades show that the ABC will always choose Longreach. ABC priorities are domestic, not international.
The institutional response is logical, yet fails to serve Australia beyond our shores. We need a future ABC that can
always do what Australia needs for Lombok and Lautoka and Lae.
The domestic–international tensions inherent in the ABC charter must be resolved.
The international responsibility must be more than a declining division of the ABC—it must become a new planet in
the Australian policy universe. The new planet must be created by the ABC and draw on its values and resources.
To focus exclusively on the international job will require a new corporation, born of the ABC.
The new entity should be called the Australian International Broadcasting Corporation.

The Australian International Broadcasting Corporation
To serve Australia’s interests, influence and values in the Asia–Pacific, we need an AIBC.
The AIBC would resolve the domestic–international tensions in the ABC charter, giving proper expression to the
charter’s international dimension.
The charter is at the heart of the 1983 Act that remade the ABC from a commission to a corporation. In the charter’s
foundational clause, the law gives equal weight to the ABC’s domestic and international responsibilities:
•

Domestic functions: Give Australia innovative and comprehensive broadcasting services of a high standard—
programs that contribute to a sense of national identity and inform and entertain, and reflect the cultural
diversity of the Australian community, with a specific mention of ‘programs of an educational nature’.

•

International functions: Transmit to countries outside Australia news, current affairs, entertainment and
cultural programs that will, ‘encourage awareness of Australia and an international understanding of Australian
attitudes on world affairs; and enable Australian citizens living or travelling outside Australia to obtain
information about Australian affairs and Australian attitudes on world affairs’.5

The overseas service has become mostly a rebroadcast of domestic fare. The only bit of its international charter
Aunty is gesturing towards is the demand to serve Australians overseas.
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The rebroadcast habit is maintained in the relaunch of the Asia–Pacific TV service, rebranded as ABC Australia.
The ABC says the service, ‘will deliver distinctive content to culturally and linguistically diverse international
audiences and to Australian expatriates, encouraging international awareness and understanding of Australia and
Australian attitudes’.
Fine words, but the ABC’s reach falls short of its grasp. The programming offers rebroadcasts of ABC news programs,
‘slice of home’ shows and Australian Rules football. For an expat, an excellent menu. But for 40 countries of the
Asia–Pacific—those ‘culturally and linguistically diverse international audiences’—this is lots of Oz attitudes, about
Oz for Oz.
Australian content is necessary but not sufficient for an Asia–Pacific service. Australian content needs to be the
start, whereas at the moment it’s the finish.
To do more will need cash and commitment from Canberra—and the AIBC to deliver the focus.
The aim is to talk with neighbours, not merely broadcast to neighbours; that supposes media conversations of many
types, not just an oration from Oz.
Atop the excellent foundation of good ABC shows, the AIBC must offer reporting that matters in the lives of Lombok
or Lae or Lautoka.
The AIBC should be born of the ABC, reflect ABC traditions and standards and draw on ABC resources—but it must
have its own corporate identity as an expression of its distinct, international purpose.
The AIBC would have its own chair and board and its own separate budget.
The deputy chair of the ABC and the ABC managing director should be on the board of the AIBC, but so should the
head of the Special Broadcasting Corporation.
Replicate the successful ABC model with a staff-elected board member, and then gather board members with
international experience from business, diplomacy, aid and one of the major generators of Oz soft power in the years
ahead, the universities.
Under its Act, the ABC can establish subsidiary companies, so in theory no new legislation is required.
But, in line with my argument that Canberra must pay for what Canberra wants, the AIBC must have its own budget
allocation. Don’t leave it to the ABC. Aunty can’t pay for what Australian foreign policy demands.
The AIBC must have a separate identity so the international effort doesn’t get drawn into the domestic fights that
are a natural part of the ABC’s existence.
Like the ABC, the AIBC must be a fully funded, independent public broadcaster—not a state broadcaster.
Give the AIBC the right to seek partners where it sees a natural fit in such realms as development aid, philanthropy
and universities—its core, though, is as a public broadcaster.
Don’t fall into the trap of thinking Australia can have an important foreign policy instrument on the cheap.
If the AIBC is going to have heft, it must be richly funded by Canberra; at least rich in the way journalists think
(the hack version of a cornucopia is Defence’s coffee money or a few days of the aid budget).
The ABC doesn’t have a lazy $30 million to redirect to Oz foreign policy, much less $50 million or $75 million.
Canberra has to see the need and fund the instrument. The ABC is the model, but a specific instrument must be
created: the AIBC.
Australian interests, influence and values demand an Australian voice in the Asia–Pacific.
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REJOINING THE ‘GREAT GAME’
OF THE AIRWAVES: AUSTRALIA’S
INDO-PACIFIC FUTURE

Geoff Heriot

Executive summary
The volatile and contested strategic environment of the Indo-Pacific region requires Australia to defend and
promote its identity and status as a competent middle power, influential voice, liberal-minded society and
constructive interlocutor.
State-funded international broadcasting (electronic media) expands the space in which Australia and its people can
operate in pursuit of their interests. It also aims to deliver a reciprocal benefit to foreign publics.
But, after more than two decades of government policy reversals and diminution of specialist capacity under
the ABC, there’s a pressing need to relocate the place of international broadcasting in the service of Australia’s
foreign relations.
When deployed purposefully and staffed by skilled communicators with cultural intelligence and relevant linguistic
ability, state-funded international broadcasting may engage foreign publics to:
•

represent the idea, legitimacy and competence of Australia as a rules-based Indo-Pacific democracy

•

influence attitudes through the framing of public discourse about events and issues of significance to the region
and Australia’s place in it

•

strengthen awareness of Australia’s engagement in the region at a time of fluidity in inter-state relations and the
prevalence of disruptive non-state actors

•

contribute to peaceful region-building through engagement with Asia–Pacific interlocutors and on-the-ground
collaboration with foreign counterparts.
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Introduction
Towards the end of the Cold War, a submission to the Expenditure Review Committee of Cabinet encapsulated the
rationale for international broadcasting: to ‘promote Australia’s strategic and political security and foster conditions
in which to expand trade’ (DC 1990). That clarity dissipated in the relatively benign post-Cold War years of American
hegemony and Australian prosperity. Today it has fresh relevance in the context of a loaded national conversation
about Australia’s future in the Indo-Pacific. As the renowned theorist Manuel Castells writes: those who don’t have a
presence in the media ‘do not exist in the public mind’ (Castells 2013:194).
Since the Cold War era, the language of diplomacy has shifted from political advocacy to that more often associated
with corporate branding and public relations (Cull 2009, Signitzer & Coombs 1992). But it isn’t sufficient to rely on
promotional or influencer marketing techniques to address security challenges, including the threat of terrorism
or other forms of extreme militancy. Whatever immediate countermeasures are taken to address such risks—
including, for example, the recruitment of local Muslim influencer networks in Australia1—there remains a parallel
and long-term challenge for a democracy to defend and promote its legitimacy and to model its conduct in ways
that resonate with target audiences. This is core business for the international broadcaster. In the words of American
scholar Monroe Price and colleagues, the broadcaster acts to ‘break through cartels that control the flow of words
and ideas through markets’ (Price et al. 2008).
‘International broadcasting’ is a term referring to state-funded media services delivered via radio and television
transmissions, the internet and mobile telephony, and through on-the-ground collaboration with local
counterparts. It’s a purposeful activity in the service of foreign relations, and is to be distinguished from the many
other forms of transnational media that crowd the networked world and that represent the particular interests of
their owners or communities of interest.
Under the ABC Act (1983), the corporation is the only organisation currently entitled to receive Australian
Government funding for the purpose of international broadcasting. That fact, along with the ABC’s
eight-decade-long record of involvement in the practice, demands attention. But, although I advocate a
renewed Australian commitment to the projection of influence through state-funded media, it shouldn’t be on a
business-as-usual basis for the ABC (more on this below).
The policy reversals of successive governments, and ABC reactions to them since the mid-1990s, have led to
many tens of millions of dollars being expended—and ultimately squandered—on three start–stop iterations of
an Australian international TV service. Erratic policies also resulted in swingeing cuts to the multilingual Radio
Australia, followed by a partial restitution of capacity, and then an almost terminal contraction of the entire
international broadcasting project in 2014. This Australian withdrawal occurred at a time when, elsewhere,
investment in state-sponsored international broadcasting grew as a strategic, not cultural, imperative. For
example, the BBC World Service received its biggest ever budget increase of £85 million per year (Burrell 2015),
arising from the 2015 National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review (UK Government
2015). Other examples of power play range from Qatar’s pan-Arab Al Jazeera to the international broadcasters
of ‘neo-Ottomanist’ Turkey (Karanfil & Burcu 2017) and those of Russia (Slobodchikoff & Douglas 2017), China
(Ho 2014), and Japan (NHK World 2018). Marking a recent exception, the proposed 2019 budget for US international
broadcasting—US$661 million—would constitute a 16% reduction since President Donald Trump assumed office in
2017 (BBG 2018).
So the time has come not to axiomatically reprise old ways of international broadcasting but to apply strategic
rigour in relocating its contemporary place in the service of Australia’s foreign relations. In an increasingly
networked, but still asymmetric, world of communication, it can serve to influence what some describe as the
‘battlefield’ of soft power contestation while also providing a public good to regional audiences (Kroenig & Weber
2010). The conversation about renewal ought to take place with a clear sense of strategic purpose and not default
immediately to assumptions born of competing institutional and professional biases.
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Unjoined forces
Whatever the waste in treasure through Australia’s cycle of investment and disinvestment, the greater risk has been
to the nation’s regional heft. Two decades ago, in 1997, the Liberal–National Party government under Prime Minister
John Howard released Australia’s first Foreign Policy White Paper. Called In the national interest, the White Paper
foreshadowed that this country was likely to become a weaker rather than stronger state, relative to others in the
Asia region.
It argued that Australians would need to marshal their economic, cultural and other assets to meet the challenge,
and expand their expertise in Asian studies and Asian languages. But across town, in the same year, the Minister
for Communications endorsed a report (Mansfield 1997) that recommended the closure of the multilingual Radio
Australia (although it survived in a depleted form) and the privatisation or closure of the ABC’s first international TV
service (which the commercial Seven Network acquired and operated unsuccessfully for several years).
Leap forward to 2014. By then, a global transformation had taken place ‘unlike anything seen outside periods of
war’, in the words of past foreign minister Bob Carr (2013). Yet a National Commission of Audit (NCOA), appointed
by the newly elected Coalition government, recommended the closure of the third and most recent iteration of an
international television service (NCOA 2014). The NCOA made the contestable claim that the service, again operated
by the ABC, was an expensive option that had limited reach and a small audience.
Publicly, at least, the NCOA offered no substantiation of its assertions, let alone performance benchmarks or
guidance as to what success might have looked like had the TV/online network been delivering value for money. As
published, this was a dubious piece of work by the NCOA and its 24-person support team, all but one of whom came
from either the Treasury or the Department of Finance. Not only did the government proceed to close the TV service,
called the Australia Network, but the resource-constrained ABC acted to gut what remained of Radio Australia.
Resources and reputation are quickly squandered, but the capacity to influence the way people think, which in turn
gives rise to trust, can build only over decades of credible commitment. That commitment is a critical precondition
of non-military national power projection because, as Geoff Mulgan writes in his study of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ power,
trust ‘can make ephemeral power appear permanent’ (Mulgan 2007:27).
In 2018, amid the policy rubble of Australian international broadcasting, stand three unjoined souls: the ‘retail’
politician confronted with a strategic environment that has changed fundamentally and permanently; the siloed
bureaucrat working to one minister’s direction, which may or may not sync with the priorities of the minister next
door; and the broadcaster preoccupied with a national–domestic mandate and institutional self-interest.
Together they exemplify what Michael Wesley (2016) has identified as the relative disinterest of Australian
policymakers in the notion of grand strategy (thought to be a result of the nation’s long-term reliance on the
positioning of great power allies). Wesley’s idea of a grand strategy would require all elements of national influence
to be integrated into a plan or approach to statecraft. But this notion of an integrated and layered approach is
the very antithesis of Australia’s recent experience of non-military power projection. Such fragmentation and
inconsistency of effort, as demonstrated through the treatment of international broadcasting, doesn’t pass muster.
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Speaking up, defending norms
Nearly three decades after cabinet dealt with the 1990 submission on Radio Australia, which associated its function
with the nation’s strategic and political security, the international environment has more in common with the
stresses of the Cold War era than not. As reported by the government’s most recent independent intelligence
review, ideological rivalry has re-emerged at a time when the West’s ascendancy is eroding, and Australia’s security
environment has become ‘more complex, less predictable and more volatile’ (PM&C 2017). Joseph Nye (2011:19)
points to the intensifying struggle between states over the power to define norms and to frame issues in their
favour. Australia’s former foreign minister, Julie Bishop, has argued that the national interest requires the promotion
of liberal principles, the rule of law, transparency and an appropriate separation between the strategic objectives of
nation-states, on the one hand, and the commercial activities of businesses on the other.2
At stake isn’t some generalised concept of ‘soft’ power attraction but rather Australia’s capacity to engage,
credibly and effectively, in ideational marketplaces throughout Asia and the Pacific. Beyond the governmental and
bureaucratic structures of the nation-state, these diverse realms constitute empires of the mind. The challenge is to
reach out to foreign publics in order to represent the idea, legitimacy and competence of Australia as a rules-based
democracy. It’s also to influence attitudes and behaviour through the framing of public discourse about events of
significance to the region and Australia’s place in it. And it’s to strengthen awareness of this country’s engagement in
the region at a time of disruption by non-state actors and of fluidity in inter-state relations.
The 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper (Australian Government 2017) notes that this country appears near the top
of international soft-power rankings (along with other advanced economies). But let me set aside the ambiguity
and velvety jargon of soft-power discourse and speak just of power and of reputation. The cosmopolitan frame
of soft-power rankings is almost meaningless in relation to international challenges arising from the anarchic
conditions of the Middle East and parts of Africa. It’s of limited value in assessing the role of state-centric or
nationalistic societies (which typify Asia) in world affairs and ignores small and pre-industrial societies such as those
that occupy the Southwest Pacific.
Many Asian countries don’t often ‘look south’, and some may be even less inclined to do so, given not only the
accelerating gravitational shift in great-power relationships, but also their own growth in economic and military
strength relative to Australia. Among those that pay attention to Australia, the outlook can be unflattering. Writing
in Australian Foreign Affairs, Indonesian Endy M Bayuni (2018) is the latest to argue that the ‘prevailing view of
Australia has barely changed from the period when Australia had the White Australia policy in place … it is seen
as racist, arrogant, manipulative, exploitative and intrusive.’ Other commentary points to Australia’s declining
political influence in the Pacific as island countries have made greater use of alternative regional mechanisms
and relationships (Wallis 2017). Australia needs to invest in more than economic and cultural diplomacy.
Through international political communication, broadly construed, it needs to reach beyond governing elites to
foreign publics and across sociolinguistic and cultural boundaries. Government-directed public diplomacy and
advertising-derived disciplines such as nation branding and international public relations play their part. Ultimately,
though, they’re activities of self-representation in pursuit of government-defined political and commercial policy
interests. Media-savvy publics recognise them as such, for good or ill. These disciplines don’t suit all circumstances.
By its nature, the breadth of an international broadcaster’s editorial outlook serves as a crosscutting force, providing
a metanarrative that encompasses coverage of the nation’s political, commercial and cultural preoccupations and
its many interactions. By adopting a regional, rather than a national–domestic outlook, it influences and helps
shape the information agenda and frames the way in which issues are discussed. It doesn’t ‘spin’ or issue a call
to action in the way advertising-based campaigns do. As Walter Russell Mead writes, the combined application
of all forms of power and influence serves to create a hegemonic whole that’s greater than the sum of its parts
(Mead 2009).
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Unlike international broadcasting, nation branding and PR campaigns depend on conditions of peaceful
competition or access to an open marketplace of ideas, which typically exist among advanced market economies.
Yet, of 28 Asian and Australasian countries reviewed in 2017, the Economist Intelligence Unit rated 13 as ‘hybrid’ or
‘authoritarian’ regimes, 13 as flawed democracies, and only Australia and New Zealand as full democracies.3 This
complex regional environment doesn’t constitute an unrestricted marketplace of ideas. International broadcasting,
with an appropriate value proposition, has the potential to operate even where it isn’t wanted by governing elites,
plutocrats or zealots.

The role of the state in a networked world
Even in a media-saturated world, there remain compelling reasons for the state to invest in international
broadcasting. Other transnational communicators representing corporate or private interests also affect the terrain
on which a democracy operates, but they do so ultimately on behalf of their owners or corporate parents and
generate their output accordingly. Each has its own purpose and priorities that determine its business model and its
marketing and content strategies.
International studies affirm that media corporations manipulate the news agenda to suit their political and
economic interests (Ali & Puppis 2018). The same may be said of transnational media operated by religious or other
non-government organisations or communities of interest. They need not meet a public interest test, may be freely
partisan in the pursuit of private or sectional interests, and may tailor their activities for publics based on certain
sociolinguistic norms, but not necessarily those deemed to be significant in terms of a state’s international relations.
Moreover, their content offerings may not address the interests of particular national or subnational publics, whose
attitudes or conduct may affect Australian interests.
Although debates about perceived editorial and institutional biases will probably never cease, community
perception serves as a helpful proxy for judging the efficacy of the public service media model of broadcasting.
Recently, for example, the Roy Morgan organisation found that Australians trusted the ABC because of its perceived
‘lack of bias and impartiality, quality of journalism and ethics’.4 By comparison, media overall rated a ‘net trust
score’ of minus 7%, television minus 16%, newspapers minus 13%, and the internet minus 7%. Neither the ABC
nor the Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) is immune from bias, rhetorical excess and the melodrama of swarm
journalism, but each is more likely to report international affairs more consistently and to contextualise issues. This
reflects the global experience that independent national public broadcasters generally enable audiences to learn
more about hard news than do commercial operators (Soroka et al 2013). Such attributes that encourage editorial
moderation and insight have more to offer in the service of Australia’s foreign relations than overt partisanship or
forceful representation.

A contemporary rationale
Purpose is paramount when navigating the chaos of the networked world to represent the interests of the
hierarchical nation-state. In the age of the internet and mobile telephony, there’s no point in broadcasting ‘blindly
to the undifferentiated masses’, as two American researchers argue (Youmans & Powers 2012). You need to identify
clearly which publics, in what circumstances, and what influential ends the communication serves.
A first proposition is that international broadcasting (and associated activities, such as local media strengthening
and capacity-development programs) can effectively expand the space in which Australia and its people can
operate in pursuit of their interests. Necessarily, in a world of disarray detailed by Richard Haas (2017) and many
others, this space is one in which both affective and normative rivalries play out. The broadcaster can operate with
influence only when deployed purposefully and designed appropriately to reach and engage with foreign publics,
for whom there’s reciprocal benefit.
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Assuming that the primary role of Australian international broadcasting is to exercise normative influence in the
Indo-Pacific strategic environment, three more propositions follow. First, the priority for reinvestment should be
to engage foreign publics rather than the Australian diaspora, which is generally served by existing services from
this country. In most situations, expatriates have ready access to a considerable range of news and entertainment
from Australia via digital and mobile media platforms. The rebranded ABC Australia transnational service extends
no-charge access to domestic news and programming to audiences located in other territories. In addition, News
Corp Australia operates a transnational online streaming service, the Australia Channel, which draws content from
Sky News Australia, including its partisan and adversarial commentary.
Second, there must be a perceptible congruence in what Australia says and what it does, regardless of specific
issues or conflicts that arise. The broadcaster, therefore, needs to display the moral quality of democracy, rule of law
and institutional integrity through the power of example rather than representational force. It reaches out to foreign
publics to model, rather than mirror, the values that underpin Australian society.
That is, the framing and presentation of content will embed the underpinning norms and values of our society,
while the broadcaster engages with audiences in ways relevant to their interests and appropriate to their cultural
references and experience. Services such as ABC Australia and the Australia Channel, on the other hand, mirror
Australia by giving international exposure to internally referenced editorial agendas, preoccupations, cultural
references and partisan hyperbole.
This difference has practical significance, as US commercial satellite networks learned when they expanded to Latin
America. Their North American offerings couldn’t compete with local broadcasters until they localised language,
content and business models (Straubhaar & Duarte 2005). Among other constraints, audiences had limited ability to
understand programming in English, limited knowledge of events covered in news and entertainment, and limited
awareness of what made foreign jokes funny.
Third, the practice of international broadcasting should be approached as an exercise in cross-cultural
communication, requiring appropriate sociolinguistic knowledge, rather than as the extension of an Australian
media property with assumed relevance. From the mid-1990s, the ABC shrank and ultimately shed most of Radio
Australia’s Asia–Pacific language expertise, while placing increased reliance on English as a global language.
But there’s a limit to which English serves as a proxy for a broadcaster’s cultural proximity to an international
audience. When Radio Australia broadcast daily in nine languages,5 market research found that, in Indonesia for
example, listenership in that language was almost four times greater than for broadcasts in English; and, in Beijing,
almost six times more listenership occurred in Mandarin than English (ABC 1989). Moreover, of more than 3 million
letters received by Radio Australia over a 12-year period to 1989, just 8.5% (270,102) were in English.
Given the available range of digital technology platforms, international broadcasting doesn’t always require
capital-intensive production and transmission systems and doesn’t necessarily need to redistribute domestic
television programs justified by the high cost of original production for other cultural contexts. As Haroon Ullah
observes about the activities of nimble groups of Islamic militants, ‘it takes only a few hours and a $20 per month
internet connection to start a revolution’ (Ullah 2017:xviii). So the principal investment should be in skilled
communicators with cultural intelligence and experience of the region.
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Bargaining with audiences
Critically, both policymakers and media practitioners need to appreciate what it takes to engage with audiences
across sociolinguistic and political borders throughout Asia and the Pacific. A growing body of psychological
research confirms what experienced international broadcasters have long known in practice. When ‘bargaining’ for
the attention of audiences, they need to establish an emotional connection. The prospect of influencing attitudes
or behaviour—especially when an audience may have strongly held views about a matter of interest to Australia—is
strongest when:
•

the source is credible

•

the message is repeated and contains emotional content [or, in broadcasting, maintains a constant presence and
models values that are valued and trusted]

•

the target is in a receptive mood (Kroenig & Weber 2010).

It’s the audience rather than the broadcaster that determines who and what is credible. Only when they can
establish a common life world is it likely that people will be predisposed to consider or adopt other points of view
(Mattern 2005). That is, once someone has accepted the broadcaster’s messages, he or she may integrate them
with existing beliefs and values over time. In practical terms, therefore, the likely effectiveness of an international
broadcaster, in the contemporary environment, hinges on much more than providing a flow of information or
entertainment reflecting the Australian domestic regime. In that regard, I note the ABC’s aim of strengthening the
‘impact of distinctive Australian content’ via its English-language ABC Australia service.6 ‘Distinctive’ content is
meaningless in international broadcasting unless it’s relevant content and culturally resonant to target audiences.
To be clear, my stress on the importance of defining the strategic purpose of international broadcasting ought
not be taken as an argument that it should emulate the controlled messaging of government diplomacy or public
relations campaigns. It’s true that, when practitioners defend the principles of independent journalism, their
advocacy might not be wholly about editorial integrity; it can also be a tactic (Elliott 1977:152) by which media
workers preference their in-group status and defend assumptions about ‘the way we do things around here’.
That notwithstanding, the evidence is plentiful that the necessary credibility of an international broadcaster
benefits from maintaining an arm’s-length relationship with government:
•

Communicator ‘A’ must gain legitimacy (Joseph 2016) in the eyes of receiver ‘B’ before A can motivate any
significant change in the attitudes or behaviour of B.

•

The degree to which A demonstrates cultural awareness (Mattern 2005, Solomon 2014), a deeper understanding
of B’s environment, or both, will influence B’s responsiveness to A (Hayden 2012, Lamb et al. 2013). This is
especially important in relation to the societies of Asia and the Pacific, in which primary allegiances and cultural
references are to family, nation or tribe, rather than the individual. The prevailing Western tendency to view
the world through a post-Enlightenment sense of ‘objectivity’ ‘can often lead to profound misreading and
misunderstandings’ (Rifkind & Giandomenico 2014:56).

•

B’s trust in A is often undermined if A has a direct interest in the matter, and if A is seen to promote its own
interests, so independent sources tend to be more credible (Kroenig, McAdam & Weber 2010: 415; Rawnsley
2015: 273-274).

•

A’s credibility in the eyes of B will be enhanced by evidence that A is able sometimes to communicate information
unfavourable to A’s sponsoring government or about contested issues in A’s society (Mitrovich, GR 2004,
Session 3).
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Six functions of an international broadcaster for Australia
Subject to those dynamics, this country’s participation in what the British Council has coined the ‘Great Game of
the Airwaves’ (BC 2015) may rebuild slowly after more than two decades of ad hoc investment and disinvestment.
Today’s model would employ a range of content styles, formats, languages and distribution platforms, all tailored to
the circumstances of identified target audiences.
However configured, the international broadcaster would serve Australian strategic and political security interests
through the performance of six associated functions related to the projection of affective and normative influence:
1. Counter slow-changing and unfavourable perceptions of Australia in Asia and the Pacific. Through content agendas
and by example, the international broadcaster may strengthen awareness of this country as a multi-ethnic
democracy, an open market economy with a skilled and competent workforce, and a nation that’s engaged
actively with the Indo-Pacific region. While an international broadcaster doesn’t override alarmist or highly
negative coverage, it provides an alternative narrative and greater continuity of regional reportage.
The report of a 1997 Australian Senate inquiry into the ABC’s international services noted one example of this
based on ‘many’ submissions received from people living in the Asia–Pacific (Senate 1997). The submitters
claimed that the broadcasters had helped to dispel doubts about Australia’s racial tolerance arising from news
reports in their local media about a race debate underway in Australia (centred on Queensland politician Pauline
Hanson and her nativist One Nation Party).
2. Challenge foreign cartels of news and knowledge. It becomes difficult or impossible to engage with and influence
foreign publics if they aren’t exposed to the message or unless the sender has an opportunity to correct any
systematic bias against that message. The international broadcaster begins to extend Australia’s virtual space by
influencing what audiences think about (as distinct from proselytising them). Variously, it might intervene by:
— providing top-down news and information (historically via shortwave radio) that circumvent government
censorship or illiberal regulatory systems
— countering hostile signals that incite violence, such as those that contributed to genocide in the former
Yugoslavia (Kaufman 2010) and Rwanda (Metzl 1997) in the 1990s; Australia hasn’t sought to jam foreign
broadcasts, although at times in the 20th century China jammed Radio Australia frequencies and, in August
2018, reportedly blocked access to the ABC’s website (Carney & Birtles 2018)
— targeting diasporic populations, travellers and social media users outside the controlled boundaries of their
illiberal home states (among them could be temporary residents of Australia)
— undertaking low-key capacity-development activities in collaboration with foreign counterparts, with the
aim of strengthening the transparency and accountability7 of government service delivery, towards the
long-term development of a functioning marketplace of ideas.
3. Contribute to peaceful region building, especially in the Pacific, through content provision and exchange and
capacity-development activities undertaken with local counterparts. In Papua New Guinea and the Pacific, where
Australia is a prominent partner in region and nation building, the approach to international broadcasting will be
enhanced if it emphasises a significant degree of on-the-ground collaboration: content sharing and personnel
exchanges; content provision for redistribution or rebroadcast; active participation in social media discourse;
and partnerships to strengthen media systems, media organisations and the capacity of practitioners. In a
region characterised by small media markets and local political sensitivities, the international broadcaster can
model communication practices. On occasions, it can legitimise the coverage of issues that local media might
identify but about which they can be reluctant to initiate reportage.
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4. Connect and engage with foreign publics even in times of political tension or hostility. British and American
research in North Africa and the Middle East (Tasiu Abubakar 2014, el-Nawawy 2006, Youmans & Powers 2012)
has demonstrated the capacity of international broadcasting to establish and maintain a connection with loyal
audiences—even when those audiences disapprove of Anglo-American government policies or the conduct
of the West in Iraq or Afghanistan. Audience connection is a precondition for future influence and persuasion.
It has distinctive long-term relevance in situations where there are conflicting core interests at stake between
nation-states or communities.
5. Contribute to the evolving architecture of international communications through participation in multilateral
technical and industry organisations. This policy-oriented function is one undertaken by the ABC in past years
and may influence the development of systems, transnational cooperation, and the rate of development of an
international marketplace of ideas and exchange.
6. Retain the strategic outlook and capacity to adapt quickly to contingent events. A notable function of Radio
Australia and its New Zealand counterpart has been to respond quickly to events such as natural disasters that
threaten or disrupt local communications in the Pacific. In the case of Radio Australia, it mounted an emergency
service on behalf of Australian citizens who, along with other international expatriates, were taken hostage
following Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in August 1990.

Not a time for business as usual
In summary, three interwoven factors will determine the character and the likely affective or normative impact of an
international broadcaster in the service of Australia’s foreign relations: the clarity of its strategic purpose on behalf
of the state; the manner in which it earns acceptance and credibility through the bargaining process of attraction
and engagement with audiences; and the appropriateness of its institutional status and organising principles. That
critical last factor deserves elaboration.
Like the British experience with the BBC, Australia’s international broadcasting services have enjoyed a reputational
benefit through their association with the ABC, which operates at arm’s length from government. For the same
reason, governments have benefited from being seen to be upholding principles of freedom of information and
freedom of speech, while they were able to plausibly dissociate from and complain about controversial coverage.
But there’s a need to acknowledge and address longstanding and recurring impediments to the effectiveness and
sustainability of international broadcast services.
In particular, the ABC’s predominant national–domestic outlook needs mitigation. The tendency is far from unique.
For rationality of purpose to prevail, an organisation must either operate with a single goal or reach agreement over
multiple goals, yet neither situation typically exists in most large entities (Robbins 1983:185). The lack of ‘rationality’
in the ABC’s structural arrangements, evident in a recurring pattern over decades, might be attributed to four broad
factors: the disparity in the relative sizes of national and international services (the latter have had a very small share
of total resources); the divergent preoccupations of those facing mainly English-speaking domestic audiences and
those facing international audiences in different cultural settings; the tension between the parent ABC’s role as a
public sentinel and the concomitant role of international broadcasting; and the need to defend editorial integrity
while acknowledging other stakeholders in the executive branch of government.
International broadcasting needs the institutional space in which to fulfil its associated but distinct purpose if it’s to
continue to be a legislated function of the ABC. Relevantly, the corporation’s management structure has undergone
at least six major realignments since the 1980s. In that time, international broadcasting has existed variously as
an autonomous division (on three occasions), as a department of ABC domestic radio, and as part of a ‘National
Networks’ division. In the most recent functional shuffle (2017), the corporation distributed ABC International
services throughout the Corporation’ (such remnants of them that survived) (ABCAR 2017:74).
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A simple alternative arrangement would be to establish a subsidiary corporation, as provided for by the ABC Act.
It would be designed to leverage continued value from the ABC as a publicly funded institution while allowing an
international service to fulfil its distinct role. It would have its own charter and governance structure (including ABC
representation on the board), while still being tethered to the core values of public service media.

Recommendations in brief
Purpose is paramount in the networked world of political communication; and, to be effective, the form of
international broadcasting should follow its purposeful function. In the 21st century, that function is to project both
normative and affective influence across sociolinguistic and contested ideological domains.
In brief:
•

The priority for reinvestment should be to engage foreign publics rather than the Australian diaspora, which is
generally served by existing services from this country.

•

The principal investment should be in skilled communicators with cultural intelligence, knowledge and
experience of the region.

•

The broadcaster should model congruence in what Australia says and what it does as a rules-based democracy
(achieved partly through reportage of conduct or issues that may sometimes reflect unfavourably on the
Australian Government or contradict espoused principles).

•

The necessary credibility of an international broadcaster benefits from the broadcaster maintaining an
arm’s-length relationship with government.

•

Future organising principles must serve to counter the ABC’s prevailing national–domestic bias to ensure
fulfillment of the associated, but distinct, purpose of international broadcasting.

In a fast-changing regional order, it’s time for the retail politician, the bureaucrat and the broadcaster to reunite
in mandating an international broadcaster to represent the idea and legitimacy of Australia as a confident and
engaged member of the Indo-Pacific community.
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REBUILDING AUSTRALIA’S
MOST POWERFUL ‘SOFT
POWER’ TOOL
Jemima Garrett

Executive summary
Australia’s independent public interest broadcast media is a unique and powerful security and foreign policy asset
on the cusp of losing its voice. The ABC, in its role as Australia’s international broadcaster, is no less than the most
influential ‘soft power’ tool in the government’s arsenal, but it’s being so overlooked as to be forgotten or, at best,
taken for granted.
This essay suggests that Australia rebuild its international broadcasting, including its digital and online services,
which are an integral part of broadcasting in the 21st century.1 Funding in the order of $65–75 million per year2
would allow Australia to again have a full Asia–Pacific broadcasting service.
Despite concerns in some quarters about the ABC’s diminishing focus on its international mandate, the corporation
is best placed and best suited to continue as Australia’s voice in the region.
Revitalised international broadcasting would reflect the diversity and sophistication of the engagement of Australia
in the region and provide bespoke programs for regional audiences in Asia–Pacific languages as well as English.
The service would use the best material from Australian commercial media, SBS and NITV, as well as the ABC, and
include much more collaboration, partnership and engagement with journalists, media organisations and creative
talent in the region. Editorial independence from government and commercial interests would be vital to its success.
Even before major government funding cuts in 2014, analysts were pointing out that Australia’s international
broadcasting was underfunded and that neither of our two main political parties grasped its importance
(O’Keefe & Oliver 2010).
Other nations—notably China, Japan, the UK and New Zealand—are responding to more complex and competitive
geopolitical times in our region by significantly expanding their international broadcasting activities.3 They
understand the ability of international broadcasting (and its associated digital services, including social media) to
touch and inspire millions of people who can be reached in no other way.
The Asia–Pacific region is feeling the brunt of new misinformation campaigns from Russia, increasing challenges to
media freedom and a new contest of ideas around the rules-based liberal international order. China, in particular,
has a large and growing number of state-controlled media of every variety. These developments require that
Australia be a strong, present and effective voice in the regional conversation. Technology is changing who we
should see as our target audiences and the way international broadcasting should be delivered.
By 2017, Australia’s broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific had sunk to the lowest point in its history, just as the
geostrategic environment began to demonstrate that it was most needed.
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The debate over international broadcasting is about big questions of national interest and Australia’s place in
the regional conversation, but it’s been derailed by the important but narrower issue of shortwave broadcasting.
Any rethink of Australia’s broadcasting in the region needs to consider the full range of technologies and a major
expansion of content.

Introduction
Dramatic funding cuts by government in 20144 and cuts by the ABC itself in 20175 have seen the ABC lose its radio
services to more than 30 countries in the region, including Indonesia and many small nations of the Pacific identified
in the 2016 Defence White Paper as of the highest priority.6 While the ABC used to be the leading broadcaster in the
Pacific and a significant specialist Asia–Pacific broadcaster, it is now neither.
The ABC’s withdrawal coincides with reduced reporting from the region by other major Australian media, so much
so that Australia is on the verge of losing its critical mass of Asia–Pacific literate journalists and media executives
with deep Asian or Pacific knowledge.
Done well, state-funded international broadcasting is an efficient and effective way to shape long-term attitudes
and preferences in the region through positive attraction and the force of ideas.
This essay examines the role of international broadcasting, the state of ABC services in the region, changes
in audience needs and technology, and how other international broadcasters are responding to more testing
geostrategic times. It uses this analysis to then suggest a way forward.

The role of international broadcasting
New times require a rethink of Australia’s attitude to its international broadcasting. The sea-change that has
taken place in Australia’s geopolitical and security environment in Asia and the Pacific began to be recognised in
the 2016 Defence White Paper (DoD 2016) and the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper (Australian Government 2017),
and by defence analysts (Dibb 2018, Gyngell 2018, White 2017, Callick 2018) and political leaders right up to the
Prime Minister:
In this brave new world we cannot rely on great powers to safeguard our interests. We have to take responsibility
for our own security and prosperity. (Turnbull 2017)
Part of being more self-reliant is having a strong media presence in the region. As Sir Robert Menzies put it so many
years ago, Australia and Australians needs to ‘speak for ourselves’.7 Almost all our key foreign policy and defence
goals for international engagement,8 as well as the social licence required to achieve the aim of being the ‘security
partner of choice’ for many nations, require sympathetic public opinion in our neighbours.
Australia’s international broadcasting is the quintessential ‘soft power’ tool. The Foreign Policy White Paper defined
soft power as influencing people through the power of attraction and ideas and highlighted the need for more
attention to soft power. In a globalised and contested world, it said, ‘a systematic and sophisticated approach to
soft power is in our national interest’ (Australian Government 2017:107) and ‘vital to our foreign policy’ (Australian
Government 2017:109). Despite this, the White Paper failed to examine the role of international broadcasting or the
value of independent media and journalism as soft-power tools (Heriot 2018).
Broadcasting in all its forms can touch the heart, inspire the mind and set ideas into action.
For millions of people, from political and opinion leaders to rural villagers, it’s their main source of information
beyond their own area of expertise or their immediate world. Radio, for instance, is known for the intimacy listeners
feel with presenters with whom they share their day and as an ideas medium able to bring complex discussions and
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debates to widely spread populations. Radio is also known for its immediacy in crises, bringing the voices of those
affected and those directing the action to the audience in real time.
I stumbled across an example of the influence of Australian radio broadcasting in Asia during the 1999 crisis in
Timor-Leste. At the height of the crisis, I met a US Marine colonel who had been aboard a US aircraft carrier with
1,000 of his troops, steaming from Okinawa to Australia for a military exercise. Fully expecting to be diverted to East
Timor, he was keeping abreast of the latest developments from all sources to hand. No order for diversion came but,
fresh off the vessel, he told me that Radio Australia had been one of his principal sources during the tense voyage
and that it was ‘an hour ahead of the CIA and more accurate’.
Television offers a different power—that of the indelible image, the powerful emotional experience, of children’s
programs such as Bananas in pyjamas (a global hit available in many languages) or English language lessons that
hold the promise of hope and job opportunities.
In a converged media world, the impact of radio and TV is enhanced by a host of online and mobile phone-based
offerings, ranging from the ABC’s online news service, which provides a journal-of-record with lasting impact,
through to entertainment and social media interaction. These are growing fast, but there are still millions of people
in our region who are on the wrong side of the digital divide.
It’s only recently that the term ‘soft power’ has taken over from ‘public diplomacy’ to describe the broad range of
activities involved in diplomatic and defence communications with foreign publics. A major report by the Lowy
Institute found that independent broadcasting is an effective ‘public diplomacy’ tool with a unique ability to
establish and maintain people-to-people connections between Australia and neighbours in our region and to
enhance Australia’s influence (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010).
More recently, Britain’s 2016 Strategic Defence Review (UK Government 2016) recognised the potency of the BBC
World Service (O’Keefe 2017), as did the British Government, which is funding the service’s biggest expansion in
70 years.9
The Lowy Institute report is the most comprehensive study of Australia’s international broadcasting to date
(O’Keefe & Oliver 2010). Although it was completed in 2010 and its discussion of technology is now out of date, its
other conclusions are only more valid now, in more complex times, than when it was published. Its key points were
as follows:
•

Public diplomacy is an important mainstay of international diplomatic activity.

•

Governments from both sides of politics have failed to grasp the importance of either public diplomacy or
international broadcasting.

•

International broadcasting is a key tool of public diplomacy and is effective in enhancing a nation’s international
image, standing and perceptions among foreign publics. However:
— independence is crucial to the credibility of the broadcaster and its ability to attract and maintain audiences
— longevity, consistency, stable funding and effective cooperation with the ministry of foreign affairs are
important factors in success.

•

Australia’s public diplomacy is poorly funded and lacks strategic focus and coherence, and this affects our
international broadcasting endeavours.

A country’s international voice reveals much about the openness, transparency and confidence of the society it
represents. The independence and honesty with which those stories are told gives credibility, and assessments
made by the international community about Australia are informed accordingly.10 More specifically, a country’s
international voice can be a crucial role model for democracy, demonstrating the accountability function of
the media.
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With a recent increase in disinformation from both China and Russia in Asia (Cibralic & Connelly 2018), the role
of Australia’s international voice in countering false narratives is all the more important. While the Australian
Government may find reporting by its independent broadcaster uncomfortable at times, the broadcaster’s very
independence from government and commercial interests is both essential and one of its major assets (Scott 2010).
That independence is a key ingredient to its influence.
Being part of the region requires being part of the conversation, not a silent partner. Fostering debate and widening
the horizon of ideas is an important role for international broadcasting but requires bespoke programming tailored
to the interests of the audience.
This role is particularly important in the Pacific, which is media poor. In the Pacific, radio is still the leading medium
and is vital for connecting people to debate about the region’s future. Since 2014, cuts to ABC transmissions have
robbed more than half of the member nations of the Pacific Islands Forum of their radio service from Australia.11
The role of international broadcasting in supporting media freedom in the Asia–Pacific is becoming more important
as the media come under increasing pressure. This year, Reporters without Borders focused its analysis associated
with the release of its Media Freedom Index on the theme ‘Asia–Pacific democracies threatened by China’s media
control model’12—a model of state-controlled news that’s being copied in other countries, especially Vietnam
and Cambodia.
All Asian countries rank in the lowest third of the 2018 World Press Freedom Index, and all Pacific countries assessed
by Reporters without Borders, other than Fiji, dropped in their rankings. People in the region need rich debate,
impartial reporting and investigative journalism. In Australia, the Chinese-language media are experiencing
pressure from China to change the content of their stories (Lowy Institute, n.d.). Like their Asian and Pacific
counterparts (McGarry 2018), Chinese-Australian journalists wait for organisations such as the ABC to break stories
about sensitive issues before covering them themselves by quoting the organisation’s story. In this environment, the
ABC needs to be funded to make more of its potential, through its presence and reporting, to empower journalists in
the region to tackle stories that are difficult but of important public interest.
Not all Australia’s international broadcasting will fall on sympathetic audiences, and many people in the region are
sceptical about Australia. In Fiji, the hostile stance of the government immediately after the 2006 coup has abated
but mistrust hasn’t been fully resolved. Media freedom is still limited despite the return of democracy, so the
opportunity for unanswered negative assessments to take hold in the community is increasing. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that there’s been more public criticism of Australia in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and
elsewhere in recent times. Research by the Lowy Institute found that ‘Australia … has a limited appreciation of how
uninformed other countries in the region are about Australia, and in some cases, their ambivalence’ (O’Keefe &
Oliver 2010:63). Ambivalence breeds in the absence of a voice providing a clear Australian narrative.
In 2010, Indonesia’s President told the Australian Parliament:
the most persistent problem in our relations is the persistence of age old stereotypes— misleading, simplistic
mental caricature that depicts the other side in a bad light ... in Indonesia there are people who remain afflicted
with Australia phobia — those who believe that the notion of White Australia still persists, that Australia harbours
ill intention toward Indonesia and is either sympathetic to or supports separatist elements in our country.13
The Lowy Institute report concluded that building understanding and trust is precisely the function of soft power:
Australia has at its disposal international broadcasters of established reputation to play a role in informing
populations in the region and addressing misconceptions. When relations between Canberra and governments
of neighbouring countries become fractious, international broadcasting can play a positive role in maintaining
Australia’s reputation. (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010:64–65)
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As a mass medium, international broadcasting has the potential to reach millions of people in the Asia–Pacific
region, including those well out of reach of, or sceptical about, national government communications and
engagement campaigns. In Cambodia, prior to the 2014 funding cuts, Radio Australia had better audience figures
than other leading international broadcasters, including the BBC World Service (ABC 2011:71).
The reach of international broadcasting’s digital engagement is seen in the ABC’s English-language learning
Facebook page, which has an enviable 4.4 million likes (ABC Education 2018). The number continues to grow, despite
the fact that no new programs have been made since 2014.
The continuing demand for ABC services is apparent in the response to the current Review of Australian
Broadcasting Services to the Asia Pacific, which includes submissions from Pacific opinion leaders14 and
intergovernmental institutions, as well as the Prime Minister of Vanuatu, Charlot Salwai Tabimasmas, who reiterated
his fears that the ABC decision to end shortwave broadcasts in 2017 could cost lives in Vanuatu in future cyclones,
especially among rural and remote audiences:
In times of crisis when other forms of media like FM and digital services are unavailable such communities rely on
broadcasts safely transmitted from outside the disaster zone. This is exactly the role Radio Australia shortwave
broadcasts played during cyclone Pam. For us shortwave is not outdated technology—it is appropriate and
‘fit-for-purpose’ and an important means to inform and safeguard Ni-Vanuatu people.
It was Pacific anger at the axing of shortwave services that prompted the Review of Australian Broadcasting Services
in the Asia Pacific, but, as Prime Minister Salwai highlighted, the region’s need for those services is about much more
than shortwave:
As well as having an important role in disaster risk reduction and management, ABC broadcasting brought
reliable information about the Asia–Pacific region and the rest of the world to listeners around Vanuatu. Our
people valued accurate and up-to-date stories on many topics—arts and culture, sports, politics, business,
science, technology, environment and so on. We appreciated that reports were presented in English, French and
our lingua franca of Bislama.
My government hopes that … the ABC is supported to begin anew a process of re-engaging with audiences
across Vanuatu via shortwave services and other cooperative broadcasting endeavours. Radio Australia is one of
the most tangible ways Australia communicates and connects with the many communities around Vanuatu.
Beyond life and death, broadcasting by its everyday presence and discussion has the power to reaffirm relationships
and develop more nuanced understandings and deeper engagement over many years (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010:63).
Businesspeople and trading partners can keep in touch with developments in Australia through specialist business
programs for Asia or the Pacific, while reporters working for those programs work every day to build networks of
value to Australians with an interest in the region. Similarly, arts, sports, science and environment programs not
only showcase Australia’s creative talent but establish an ongoing conversation between creatives, sportspeople,
administrators, scientists and the wider public in the region.
International broadcasting has a particular role to play in maintaining links with alumni of Australian educational
institutions, who often feel a lasting bond with our country. With Australia’s voice in the region at a historic low,
there’s much work to do to grasp the full potential of broadcasting.
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The state of Australia’s voice in the region
Australia has never had a well-funded Asia–Pacific broadcaster, but the ABC provides value for money. In 2010,
when the Lowy institute prepared its report, the Australian Government spent the equivalent in today’s dollars of
$42 million on international broadcasting, including transmission.15 At that time, the Lowy Institute concluded that
funding fell ‘considerably short’ (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010:68) of the ABC’s counterparts’ funding but that ‘as a tool
of public diplomacy, international broadcasting is a remarkably cost-effective way of reaching audiences in their
millions’ (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010:63). Now the Australian Government, through the ABC, spends only $11 million a
year on broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific.
The Australian Government’s decision in 2014 to cancel its $220-million, 10-year contract with the ABC for the
provision of the Australia Network (television) had a catastrophic effect. That funding amounted to 60% of the ABC’s
international budget.16
The ABC decided that in a converged media world there was a need to maintain its video and television capability.
To pay for that, it made dramatic cuts to Radio Australia: all bespoke Radio Australia programs in English, other
than the flagship Pacific news and current affairs program Pacific Beat (and its ‘best of’ weekly Pacific Review), were
cancelled, as were region-wide events, such as the Pacific Break song competition. Almost all its correspondents
were made redundant, leaving Pacific Beat and its online offering inadequately staffed to maintain its position as the
leading current affairs program in the region.
The ABC Asia–Pacific television service (since 1 July 2018 rebranded as ABC Australia17) lost all its programs made
specifically for audiences in Asia or the Pacific. The ABC direct satellite-to-home television distribution service to
Asia was axed,18 cutting access to an estimated 31.2 million homes, and 24-hour FM radio stations in Asia and North
and Eastern Pacific countries were closed. By the time the ABC closed down shortwave radio in 2017, only seven of
more than 40 countries in our region continued to receive a radio service.19
Figure 1 shows the ABC’s services prior to the cuts.
Figure 1: ABC services to the Asia–Pacific in June 2014, immediately before funding cuts

Reproduced by permission of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation – Library Sales © 2014 ABC.
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Cuts have left the ABC with just three language services. In January 2017, the corporation ended all shortwave
broadcasting.20 The ABC argued that shortwave technology was ‘old’ and served a very limited audience. It
promised to ‘redirect funds towards an extended content offering and a robust FM distribution network’. That
‘robust network’ amounts to retaining existing FM stations in Papua New Guinea (2), Timor-Leste (1), Solomon
Islands (1), Vanuatu (2), Fiji (2), Tonga (1) and Samoa (1). The ‘extended content offering’ is just three new FM stations
in Papua New Guinea.21
Strategically important media-poor Pacific countries that lost their radio service from the ABC include the Cook
Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, French Polynesia, Kiribati, Nauru, New Caledonia, Niue, Palau, the
Marshall Islands and Tuvalu. This year, the ABC has introduced a new morning program22 but, with transmission
slashed, audience reach for those services is a fraction of what it would have been before those cuts took place.
The ABC continues its valuable role in journalism and media training in the Asia–Pacific through its management
of the Pacific Media Assistance Scheme (PACMAS), the Media for Development Initiative in Papua New Guinea,
Women in News and Sport, and other projects, including supporting the installation of new broadcast infrastructure
(ABC 2018).
Despite the reduced state of ABC broadcast services to the region, the ABC is still the leading Australian broadcaster
in the Asia–Pacific, with its limited television services to 44 countries offering a significantly wider content offering
than any other Australian broadcaster.
The nearest significant player in the region is the Australian News Channel, which is owned by News Corp. It
operates three subscription-only live streaming channels for international audiences, which draw heavily on Sky
News Australia. It promises programming ‘on the issues that matter to Australians and our international trade and
tourism partners’.23 Controversies over offensive comments made on Sky News Australia (Meade 2018, Barry 2018a,
Zhou 2018, Knox 2018) and accusations that its presenters crossed the line to become political players during the
events that led to the downfall of Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull (Barry 2018b) suggest that the airing of Sky
programs on the Australia Channel risks giving the overseas audience a skewed impression of Australia and our
media landscape.

Changing audiences and technology
Digital disruption is revolutionising the way audiences consume media. The shift to digital and online is accelerating
in Asia and the Pacific, but in the Pacific and significant parts of Asia (even where mobile phone penetration is
strong) there are still many people who are on the wrong side of the digital divide.
Traditionally, Australian expatriates have been an important subset of the audience for international broadcasting
but, other than those living in remote areas, they now have ready access to online and digital services from which to
draw their news and entertainment from Australia.
This suggests that new international broadcasting initiatives will be able to focus more closely on the regional
audiences that matter to Australia’s national and security interests in their broadest sense. They include
decision-makers and opinion leaders in the region, foreign publics, and alumni of Australian educational institutions
and exchanges.
The penetration of different media technologies varies widely in the region. In all markets, a mix of technologies is
needed, including radio and television and a diverse online and digital strategy. However, in many markets it would
be a mistake to rely too heavily on a digital-first strategy, ahead of radio, television and the placement of programs
with in-country partner stations and networks as well as direct broadcast.
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In the Pacific, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and other developing countries in Asia, access to mobile services and
the internet can be unreliable due to power outages or lack of maintenance. Even in areas where reliable phone
and internet coverage is available, millions of people struggle with affordability. In the Pacific, phone and data
charges, while falling dramatically, are still much higher than in Australia, leaving free-to-air services as a crucial
point of contact with the world. FM radio, either through stand-alone 24-hour ABC FM stations or through program
placement on local networks, is a cost-effective way of reaching most of these audiences.
For the most disadvantaged remote audiences, shortwave radio, or in some cases powerful medium wave radio, is
the only option. Unlike an FM signal, which reaches a maximum of 70 kilometres from its transmitter and is blocked
by hills and mountains, shortwave can be heard in any terrain over tens of thousands of square kilometres.
In Melanesia, the vast majority of the population lives in remote and rural areas. Shortwave has a unique ability to
reach these people where FM can’t. In Papua New Guinea, for example, this includes people in sensitive areas such
as wider Bougainville (outside Buka and Arawa) and around the site of the Australian-backed ExxonMobil Papua
New Guinea liquefied natural gas project. Shortwave requires transmission sites many hundreds of kilometres from
the target audience, and so has the advantage of staying operational during natural disasters such as cyclones,
when FM transmitters and mobile phone towers are put out of action.
The standard shortwave signal isn’t as high quality as FM,24 so in media markets, where there’s another option, its
use is declining rapidly. That doesn’t mean shortwave is a dead or doomed technology. The special properties of
shortwave are leading other broadcasters to expand their services25 or explore the transition to high-quality digital
shortwave, known as Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM).

The competitive media market
Asia and the Pacific are two very different media markets and need to be considered separately.
The Asian market is crowded, highly complex and competitive. While Australia can make its presence felt in that
market, we will only ever be one of many players.
In the Pacific, local media are growing in sophistication but fragile, making the ABC a vital service in urgent need of
revitalisation. In the context of soft power, Australia’s main competitors are other international broadcasters.

China
China’s state-owned broadcasting sector is the fastest growing in the world. When the amalgamation of its key
international agencies into one ‘Voice of China’ is complete, it will be the largest international broadcaster (Zhai
2018), eclipsing the BBC for the first time. China’s spending on broadcasting and soft power dwarfs that of the US
(Albert 2018, Shambaugh 2015). This is part of a new and much wider contest of ideas and legitimacy in which
China’s desire to promote its system as an alternative to Western democracy (McGregor 2018) is challenging the
liberal world order—with significant implications for Australia (Gates & Jakobsen 2017, Grant 2018).
This contest is at its fiercest in the Asia–Pacific, where China has a large and growing number of English and other
language television channels, 24-hour FM radio stations and shortwave radio transmitters. China has 24-hour
FM stations in Pacific nations including Vanuatu, Tonga and Samoa26 and has gained control of shortwave radio
frequencies left vacant by the ABC in the Pacific in 2017.27
Other official Chinese media, including the Global Times, China Daily, People’s Daily and Economic Daily, are
expanding their presence in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, although a dearth of published research on
China’s Pacific media presence makes tracking these changes difficult. The Chinese Government’s primary news
agency, Xinhua, has grown to 180 foreign bureaus and has plans to reach 200 by 2020.28 Xinhua has an effective
social media presence,29 and in early 2018 launched an English-language news app.30
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While Chinese services in radio and television are sophisticated and attractive, their lack of independence makes
them struggle for credibility in some quarters—particularly where there are countervailing voices.
China’s international broadcasting doesn’t report regularly on Pacific issues,31 but there’s significant curiosity in the
region about China as a fellow developing nation making an unprecedented rise to power. It’s noteworthy that China
is more active in the Pacific than Australia in engaging local journalists for familiarisation visits by media personnel.

The US, the UK and New Zealand
Britain’s BBC World Service is a global force recognised as one of Britain’s most powerful diplomatic assets. It has a
strong presence in Asia and the Pacific. In 2016, the British Government provided additional funding of £85 million
per year ($156.5 million) from 2017–18 to allow the service to announce its biggest expansion since the 1940s.32
This has allowed the opening of new language services and the expansion of pidgin language broadcasts. The
BBC is exploring DRM in India, where All India Radio is staging a major rollout. The BBC World Service doesn’t, and
at this stage isn’t intending to, provide anything other than sporadic reporting of Pacific issues for its Pacific and
other audiences.
The US’s Voice of America and Radio Free Asia are widely available in Asia33 but don’t have a footprint in the Pacific
and don’t report regularly on Pacific issues. The largest US international broadcaster, Voice of America, has no
affiliates or FM stations in any of the independent Pacific states, including those in Micronesia with which the US has
compacts of free association.34 US military radio is available on Kwajalein Atoll, where the US has a military base.
The outputs of private US media companies, such as CNN, are available in the Pacific through Sky Pacific.
New Zealand’s broadcasters don’t broadcast (or have staff) in Asia, but Radio New Zealand Pacific and TVNZ
together have made New Zealand the leading international broadcaster in the Pacific. Radio New Zealand
Pacific broadcasts in analogue shortwave to audiences across the region and in DRM to partner stations that
rebroadcast its programs.35 Programming includes news, current affairs, sport and business programs, including
in Pacific languages.36 TVNZ provides news and programming to Pacific television stations, including its weekly
flagship Pacific news program Tagata Pasifika,37 in addition to online news.38 One of the strengths of New Zealand
international broadcasting is the high-quality group of journalists it has nurtured and developed to create its Pacific
stringer network. New Zealand has just announced an additional NZ$10 million over three years to dramatically
increase Pasifika content available in the Pacific, especially in news, current affairs and television, and to improve
training to support broadcasting and journalism in the region (Peters 2018).

Japan, Qatar and others
Japan’s NHK, Qatar’s Al Jazeera and other smaller broadcasters are expanding their reach in the region. NHK
reaches around 290 million households in 160 countries (including in the Pacific) and is growing its services in the
lead-up to the Tokyo Olympics in 2020.39 As do all modern broadcasters, both services provide an extensive online
presence and smartphone apps.40 Al Jazeera is expanding in the Pacific as well as Asia and is the main international
channel rebroadcast by Fiji’s government-owned broadcaster, the Fiji Broadcasting Corporation.

The way forward for Australian broadcasting in the Asia–Pacific
Australia needs to rebuild its international broadcasting to again be a significant player in Asia and the leading
provider in the Pacific.
In the current geopolitical environment, it’s clear that we’ve been neglecting our most powerful soft-power tool for
too long. Research by Supporters of Australian Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific and consultations with a wide
range of experienced industry figures suggest that around $65–75 million a year would allow Australia to have a full
and credible voice 24 hours a day, seven days a week in a geographical area from the Indian subcontinent in the west
to French Polynesia in the east.
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This is a substantial sum, but a tiny fraction of what Australia spends on its aid, foreign affairs and defence budget.
It would require new funding of $54–64 million a year. To put this in perspective, the recent funding increase
received by the BBC World Service amounted to A$154 million a year. On a per capita basis, in Australia this would be
equivalent to more than $50 million a year, without any adjustment for the fact that the ABC is starting from a much
lower base than is the BBC.
Deciding the right programming and technology mix for the multiplicity of Asia–Pacific audiences requires a
discussion that needs to take place in the context of any new budget.
In charting a way forward, however, there are a few core points to take into account:
•

At a minimum, the revitalisation should include a major rebuilding of services in countries and regions identified
as priorities in the 2016 Defence White Paper: Papua New Guinea, the Pacific, Timor-Leste and Indonesia. This
should include radio to all Pacific Islands Forum nations.

•

A much greater focus should be placed on innovative partnerships and collaborations, including with journalists
and production companies in the region and other like-minded international broadcasters, and on utilising the
skills and connections of Australia’s Asia–Pacific diaspora communities.

•

Original, culturally appropriate content, tailored for regional audiences, including in Asian and Pacific languages,
is essential to attract strong audiences.

•

Technology has been a focus of recent debate but, in achieving broadcasting success, any technology will only
ever be as good as the content it carries. Currently, thanks to the funding cuts of 2014, the ABC has little capacity,
once it has paid for transmission, to provide the necessary content.

•

All technologies should be considered on the basis of sound research on audience needs and preferences.

•

The ABC’s international development activities in support of public-interest journalism and broadcast,
technology and business capacity-building for the regional media industry should be expanded alongside
Australia’s own broadcast voice.

•

Despite concerns in some quarters about the ABC’s diminishing focus on its international mandate, there’s no
doubt that the corporation’s experience, existing in-house expertise, trusted reputation and independence from
government and commercial interests make it the appropriate choice as provider (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010). Robust
transparency and accountability should be included in any new governance measures.

•

The controversy over shortwave shouldn’t overshadow the value of 24-hour ABC Radio Australia FM stations
in Pacific and Asian capitals and important regional cities and towns. In the Pacific, Australia needs to again
provide a medium through which citizens in all Pacific Islands Forum nations can come together to debate
regional issues. New FM stations in Pacific capitals are crucial in achieving this. While shortwave is important,
FM has much better reach in urban areas.

•

The restoration of shortwave radio is likely to be more expensive than expected. The $1.5–$2 million saved by
the closure of shortwave to the Pacific doesn’t take into account the fact that the ABC had been powering down
and reducing services in the years leading up to the decision, or the cost of re-equipping transmitters. Australia
has just announced assistance to Samoa of $4.1 million to restore its radio broadcast tower (Mayron 2018). This
constructive project highlights the need for attention to Australia’s own broadcast capability.
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Notes
1 This essay draws heavily on a longer submission to the current Review of Australian Broadcasting Services
in the Asia Pacific. I was the principal author for a multi-national group known as Supporters of Australian
Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific. The group was established in response to the announcement of the review
in June 2018. The group grew rapidly, within weeks welcoming more than 950 new members to its Facebook
page (online) from most Australian states, as well as people from Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, American Samoa, Palau and the Cook Islands.
2 This figure was developed by the author in consultation with a wide range of experts, including current and
former media executives in commercial and publicly funded international broadcasting in the region, for
the submission of Supporters of Australian Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific to the Review of Australian
broadcasting Services in the Asia Pacific.
3 China dramatically so through Voice of China, the BBC World Service , NHK Japan, Al Jazeera and more.
4 Including the axing of the $220 million, 10-year Australia Network contract.
5 In particular, the ending of shortwave radio broadcasting.
6 Ten Pacific Islands Forum nations, East Timor, Indonesia and all other nations in Asia no longer receive Radio
Australia except by live streaming where it’s affordable and available.
7 See Graeme Dobell’s companion piece in this publication and Dobell (2018).
8 For example, three of the four objectives for enhanced international security engagement set out in the 2016
Defence White Paper 2016 (DoD 2016:119–120).
9 See initial announcement, ‘BBC World Service gets funding boost from government’, BBC News, 23 November
2015 2015 online; details of expansion plans are in ‘BBC World Service announces biggest expansion “since the
1940s”’, BBC News, 16 November 2016, online.
10 See also Dr Tess Newton Cain, in Appendix 1, submission of Supporters of Australian Broadcasting in Asia and
the Pacific to the Review of Australian Broadcasting Services in the Asia Pacific.
11 Those countries include the Cook Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, French Polynesia, Kiribati, Nauru,
New Caledonia, Niue, Palau, the Marshall Islands and Tuvalu.
12 ‘RSF Index 2018: Asia–Pacific democracies threatened by China’s media control’, Reporters Without Borders,
2018, online.
13 Susilo Bambang Yudhuyonho, address by the President of Indonesia to parliament, Hansard, House of
Representatives, 10 March 2010, 2139, quoted in O’Keefe & Oliver (2010).
14 Including a thoughtful submission from Vanuatu in McGarry (2018).
15 This figure is based on the $A36 million spent in 2010; the Australian Bureau of Statistics Consumer Price Index
calculator is used to arrive at a figure in today’s dollars (O’Keefe & Oliver 2010:68).
16 ABC internal documents handed to staff, 14 July 2014.
17 ‘International service ABC Plus rebranding as ABC Australia’, Media Week, 26 June 2018, online.
18 ‘Ways to watch: rebroadcasters’, ABC Australia, no date, online.
19 ‘How can I listen to ABC Radio Australia?’, ABC Radio Australia, no date, online.
20 ‘ABC exits shortwave radio transmission’, ABC, 6 December 2016, online.
21 ‘How can I listen to ABC Radio Australia?’, ABC Radio Australia, no date, online.
22 For example, Radio Australia has a new program, Pacific mornings, and became available on the ABC Listen app.
The ABC news app now offers news in Mandarin Chinese, Indonesian and Tok Pisin, and ABC iview has cleared
rights to be available for international audiences.
23 ‘How can you watch?’, Australia Channel, 2018, online.
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24 The quality of shortwave broadcasting to Vanuatu in 2012 can be heard on YouTube, online.
25 BBC in Africa.
26 See country pages at WorldRadioMap, online.
27 See technical submission to the Review of Australian Broadcasting Services in Asia and the Pacific by
Peter Marks.
28 ‘China is spending billions to make the world love it’, The Economist, 23 May 2017, online.
29 After a relaunch in 2015, Xinhua’s Facebook page ‘likes’ have now surpassed those of the BBC: 48 million to
46 million, respectively.
30 ‘Xinhua launches English-language news app’, Xinhuanet, 23 January 2018, online.
31 ‘China Radio International seeks to address “misunderstandings”’, Radio New Zealand, 13 July 2018, online.
32 See initial announcement, ‘BBC World Service gets funding boost from government’, BBC News, 23 November
2015, online. For details of expansion plans, see ‘BBC World Service announces biggest expansion “since the
1940s”’, BBC News, 16 November 2016, online.
33 See VOA shortwave schedule, online.
34 ‘VOA around the world’, VOA, 13 November 2017, online.
35 ‘About RNZ Pacific (RNZI), Radio New Zealand, 2018, online.
36 ‘Programmes on RNZ International’, Radio New Zealand, 2018, online.
37 ‘Tagata Pasifika episodes’, TVNZ, 2018,online.
38 ‘Pacific islands’, TVNZ, 2018, online.
39 ‘NHK corporate profile 2018–2019’, NHK, 19–20, online.
40 ‘NHK corporate profile 2018–2019’, NHK, 19–20, online.

Acronyms and abbreviations
ABC

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

AIBC

Australian International Broadcasting Corporation

ATV

Australia Television

DRM

Digital Radio Mondiale

NCOA

National Commission of Audit

SBS

Special Broadcasting Service
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edge of Australian soft power
Australia’s thinking about the strategic challenges to Australian power and influence,
notably in the South Pacific, has focused mainly on defence relationships, development
programs and security. In doing this, it has neglected perhaps the most powerful ‘soft
power’ tool Australia possesses to engage with the peoples and governments of our
near region—Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. That tool is the international reach
of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC).

